
1. Peza 

The starting point or end of the trail. The trail is type of crossing with length 
12.790 meters, so the total distance you are going to travel, if you return to the 
starting point, is 25.580 meters. 

Starting at Peza and with direction to the next interesting point, the start of a 
path, where we are going to go about 1.860 meters of gravel road.  
The accessibility is good and the sloping of the road is medium.  
Initially, the kind of the landscape we meet is urban and then rural. 
The cultural elements of the trail are  churches and architectural elements. 
Notes : During the trail we meet wine buisness. 

2. Start of a path 

 

From the start of path we go on and directing to Skalaniou Bridge, where we are 
going to go 1.750 meters of gravel.  
The accessibility is bad and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is riverside and we meet gorge. 
The natural monuments of the trail are forest, valleys-rivers and the interesting 
flora-fauna. 
Notes : During the trail, we encounter birds and riparian ecosystems. 
 

 

 

 



3. Skalaniou Bridge 

 

From Skalaniou Bridge we go on and directing to Astrakiano, where we are going 
to go 820 meters on path with dust.  
The accessibility is bad and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is riverside and we meet gorge. 
The natural monuments of the trail are forest, valleys-rivers and the interesting 
flora-fauna. 
Notes : We meet riparian ecosystems 
 

4. Astrakiano 

From Astrakiano we go on and directing to Karteros, where we are going to go 
5.440 meters on path with dust.  
The accessibility is bad and the sloping of the road is medium. 
The kind of the landscape we meet is riverside and we meet gorge. 
The cultural elements of the trail are the architectural elements. 
The natural monuments of the trail are forest, valleys-rivers and the interesting 
flora-fauna. 
Notes : We meet riparian ecosystems and the Kraterou Watermill 
 

5. Karteros 

It is the end or the starting point of our trail. 
 
 


